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4. **4** Open a blank canvas that is a minimum of 2,400 x 2,400 pixels. 5. **5** Create a new layer named "Top," and choose the _Tile_ option from the Layers menu, or press Shift+O to duplicate the layer. 6. **6** In the Layers panel, click on the "Top" layer. From the Layers menu, choose
_Flatten Image_ and then choose _OK_. 7. **7** Name the layer "Backdrop." 8. **8** Click on the Add Layer Mask button in the Layers panel to apply a layer mask to the image, or choose Layer > Layer Mask > Reveal All to see the added layer mask in the Layers panel. This gives a "live" mask to
the layer. Click in the mask to modify it. Use the Brush tool to make any adjustments to the mask. You can also use the Fuzzy Select tool for similar effects, or select areas of the mask with a soft brush. The layer mask gives a live, editable preview of the layer. 9. **9** Click on the eyedropper tool at
the right side of the Layers panel. Select a dark color, such as #000000. 10. **10** Make your adjustments to the layer mask in the same manner you made adjustments to the layer before. Try to keep the adjustments only to the color of the layer mask. Let's adjust the color of the background to be a
little more subtle. **Figure 2-4:** Create your background art. | --- | --- 11. **11** Create a new layer, name it "Panorama," and choose _Apply Image Motion_ from the Layers menu or press Ctrl+T to create a new frame of the image. 12. **12** Click on the Move tool (the default action icon in
the toolbox) and drag up so that you can see a portion of the Move tool marquee below the image. Drag the top edge of the Move tool over the bottom edge of the top left corner of the image. Photoshop will create a marquee box in the bottom of the screen showing the selection area. 13. **13** You
may see an additional drop-down menu from the menu bar with an option "Edge to edge." Click on this to have Photoshop
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Photoshop Photoshop is a digital graphics editor designed by Adobe Systems that is used to manipulate and create digital images. Most professional image editors do have a version of Photoshop, but the software is called Photoshop. Only Adobe is allowed to use the name Photoshop. Designer: On
May 13, 2005, Steve Jobs delivered a keynote address at the Macworld Conference & Expo in San Francisco. For the first time in its history, Apple presented a major software update, and Apple described their new tools as a Photoshop for the web. Photoshop is a registered trademark that belongs to
Adobe Systems. Features: Algorithmic adjustments Artistic adjustments Mask and adjustments Content-aware fill Object selection Raster image editor Smart objects Text editing Vector-based editing Algorithmic and artistic adjustments Adjustments are available in two types: Algorithmic and
artistic. Algorithmic adjustments are made by applying mathematical formulas to various aspects of an image. Algorithmic adjustments are known as Smart Filters. The filter works the same way as the tool name, except it is preceded with the word "Smart". Artistic adjustments are the traditional way
of adjusting images. Smart Filters include: Auto: Smooth a photograph out to remove noise, sharpen and brighten the photo. Blur: Makes a photograph blur and get a more dreamy, soft and dreamy appearance. Adjust Lighting: This is useful for correcting or adjusting certain colors of a photo. Bleach
Bypass: Makes the bleach bypassed areas appear brighter. B&W Conversion: Changes a photograph into black and white. Colorize: Makes a color photograph look like a black and white photo. Contrast: Makes a photograph more and less bright. Curves: Adjusts the contrast and brightness of a
photograph. Desaturate: Makes a photograph appear grayer. Emboss: Makes a photograph look printed and slightly grainy. Filter: Makes a photograph look like a painting. Gain: Makes a photograph appear more and less bright. Gradient Map: It alters the colors and shades in a photograph by applying
the color of the surroundings. Hue: Makes a photograph appear more and less colorful. Lighten: Makes a photograph appear lighter in tone. Negative: 05a79cecff
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Brushes: Brushes in Photoshop can be used as : • Brush strokes: use to cover the whole canvas and create a smooth texture • Scratchy brush: use to create a harsh or rough texture, common in abstract art • Smooth Brush: use to create a smooth texture. There are more than 200 brushes in Photoshop
that can be categorized into the following groups. Each group contains brushes with specific characteristics: • Pattern brushes: can be used to create complex textures. They include all the shapes of a Brush Tool. • Gradient brushes: can apply a gradi-color effect to an image. Gradient brushes also
include color gradients (that is, the change of color or gray level as a function of distance from the center of a shape in a Brush Tool). • Eraser brushes: can cover the whole canvas or a part of it in a single stroke. • Masks brushes: can be used to apply a brush stroke only to part of an image. • Stroke
brushes: can fill an entire image with a single stroke. • Scatter brushes: can be used to apply a brush stroke to multiple pixels. It is an advanced technique used to create special effects. • Gradient overlay brushes: can be used to add color gradients to an image. • Adobe Photo Disc brushes: can be used
to add a photo-like background to an image. • Ink Brushes: can be used to apply ink to an image. • Typographic brushes: can be used to add fonts to an image. • Watercolor brushes: can be used to paint a specific effect over an image. • Tint brushes: can be used to shade an image. Effects: Effects in
Photoshop can be used to achieve specific effects and textures. Transform: Transforming an image may result in different effects and textures. Rotate: The Rotate tool can be used to rotate an image clockwise or counterclockwise. It can also be used to create a mirror effect. Scale: When using the
Scale tool, the effect on an image is usually to scale it either to a particular resolution or to a specific size. Crop: The Crop tool allows you to apply
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`locale` - Type: `string` - Default: `undefined` This prop is used to render the "yourEmail" and "yourPassword" text. ## Containers
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Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or later RAM: 2 GB Disk space: 7 GB Video Memory: 1 GB DirectX: Version 9.0c Graphic adapter: GeForce GTX 460 or higher Audio Output: DirectX 9.0c-compatible How to Install: 1. Unrar the patch file. 2. Mount or burn the image.
3. Install the game. 4. Copy the
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